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[P iA T E S 8 , 9 . ]
The present paper consists m ainly of two parts, of which the second is the earlier, the first having been afterw ards prepared as a historical introduction.
In A ugust last a letter was addressed by M ajor-General J. T. W alker, R.E., C.B., F .R .S., Surveyor-G eneral of India, to the D irector-G eneral of Stores for th e In d ian Government, enclosing copy of a letter from the late Mr. B roun on the subject of his gravim eter. The object of General W alk er's lette r was to trace, if possible, th e instrum ent in question, and to secure it for the In d ian Governm ent. I t was also suggested th a t I m ight be able to judge of its efficiency. I also received a com m unication to th e same effect, and in consequence offered my services.
On enquiry it appeared th a t the gravim eter had become the property of the Royal Society. The loan of it was obtained and I was requested to call and see it. I t was th en arranged th a t I should take the in stru m ent and report upon its capabilities a t greater leisure th an was possible a t the In d ia Office.
The gravim eter is an instrum ent obviously requiring very careful m anipulation, and as I was not for some tim e after it came into my hands in possession of any description of its intended use, the exam i nation was attended w ith anxiety as well as difficulty. I t occupied me for three weeks, during which tim e I was in constant fear lest some aw kw ardness should prevent my re tu rn in g it uninjured. I purposely, therefore, w rote w hat I learn t about it from day to d a y ; and this will perhaps excuse th e length of m y report, which was eventually sub m itted to the authority from whom I received the instrum ent.
The course of th e exam ination necessarily led to m y becoming acquainted w ith the subject in several wrays, b u t the narrative form and the im m ediate object of the report precluded any discussion. There appeared nevertheless to be sufficient in the study of the in stru m ent itself, and especially of its dimensions and the weights of its parts, to justify a desire for publication. I accordingly solicited p er mission to communicate the report to the Royal Society, the owner of the instrum ent. This having been granted, it then seemed permissiole to preface the report by a sketch of some of the circum stances bearing on the question of p riority of invention, and other m atters in connexion with the theory of the torsion gravim eter, together with remarks upon other forms of gravim eter. This now appears as P a rt I of the present paper.
So far as I was aware, the theory of the torsion gravim eter had not been published. In considering it, I was led to think th at in some respects it involved peculiarities which m ight be taken advantage of to simplify the design. In anticipation of the present publication, therefore, I communicated to the Society a notice of a design to th at effect, which was read on the 9th December, 1880, and appears in the " Proceedings " (vol. 31, pp. 141-146) . 508 Major J. Herschel.
of its feasibility.
Historical Review o f Proposals or Designs for a Gravimet
I t is hardly necessary to describe a t much length the object of instrum ents of th is class. They aim at determ ining statically th a t which the differential pendulum has been had recourse to, ever since th e days of G raham and of Bonguer, to determ ine dynamically, the variation of gravity a t different tim es or places. The principle indeed is so obvious th a t when we recognise the fact th at hitherto nothing has been effected which can be regarded as establishing a rivalry in practice, we also perceive th a t the interest of any historical review m ust centre in w hat it can teach as to the causes of the absence of any practical competition. P o r this we m ust first learn w hat forms have been proposed. I t would be hard to say to whom should be ascribed the credit of first suggesting the statical method. I t would seem as if its theoretical possibility m ust have long been perceived. B ut probably no clearer enunciation of the principle is to be found than th a t which appeared in th e first, as in all later, editions of the " Outlines of Astronomy " (A rt. 234), first published in 1833.* So fa r as I know, what was there proposed, divested as it purposely was of everything which could confuse the principle to be illustrated, had never been experimentally tried. To understand it, a single glance a t the drawing, representing a w eight suspended by a coiled spring, its lower surface grazing the base of the supporting frame, should suffice. The supposed variation of gravity is intended to be balanced by the addition or removal o small subsidiary weights, the proportion of which to the principal weight will measure the relative variation. The only doubts which arise at once in considering such an instrum ent have refeience to means of exactly determ ining the contact and to the constancy of the * Art. 189 in the first four editions.
A lthough, therefore, it precedes the present communication m th at ■spect, it will be understood to have grown out of the examination of roun's instrum ent, to w hich I am indebted for the means of judging spring. These evidently are the points tow ards which later im prove m ents may be expected to be directed.
The elasticity of such a coiled spring partakes, I believe of two characters. I t would depend very m uch upon th e pitch of the coi w hether the elasticity would be chiefly th a t of bending or of torsion. If as I suppose, these are no t th e same, there is to some extent a change of principle in leaving the coil, and adopting the straig h t sus pending wire, the resistance to torsion of which is substituted (in the next form) for the resistance to extension of th e coil as above. Wi i a view to m eeting one of th e two difficulties mentioned, it m ight become a question w hether the required constancy w ould be more attainable in the one direction or in th e other. The modificationsi of deskm w hich actually occurred, however, do not appear to have arisen from considerations of this n a tu re ; b u t were aimed a t securing greater facility, constancy of resistance being assumed.
. A bout the year 1860 two inventors devoted th eir attention indepen dently to m ethods of statical gravim etry. In each case we have means of perceiving the grow th and modification of th eir ideas, ant it m ust be regarded as a curious coincidence th a t they arrived at a nearly identical result. One of them eventually designed and caused to be constructed, an instrum ent which is the occasion o is P^j The other, so far as I have been able to learn, did not give practica effect to his conceptions in the shape of a finished in stru m e n t, a t least he has n ot published any account of observations T he rem arkable sim ilarity which undoubtedly exists between the gravim eter as m ade u n d er Mr. B roun's instructions and th a t which was proposed by M. Babinet, has naturally raised the °f priority. In a letter w ritten by the form er to G eneral M/alke , Mr. B roun expresses him self in a way to show th a t he can \\i 1 -culty divest him self of the idea th a t M. B abinet had been led to his design by more or less indirect cognizance of w hat Mr. B roun had published or com m unicated orally to m utual acquaintances. As happens th a t I have access to correspondence bearing on the subject 1 have looked into i t somewhat closely, and th in k it not un esua c to publish some of th e letters w ritten by M. Babinet to my father at the tim e when he was busied about it.
T he earliest publication on the subject occurs in disturbance is balanced by the torsion of a single wire. This was followed immediately by a reclamation by Principal Forbes, on behalf of Broun (absent in India), draw ing attention to the prior publication and saying th a t the new design is practically identical with that already published. In May of the same year appeared a letter from Broun to the E ditors of the " Philosophical M agazine," enclosing translation of a letter from himself to the Perpetual Secretary of the Paris Academy of Sciences, the object of which is likewise to claim priority of invention. He refers to his paper in the Edinburgh " Proceedings " in proof. The whole question turns, I think, on this sentence W e found, however, th at the spring, like the balance spring of a watch, employed under the weight, acted badly, and I substituted a simple gold wire in the same y e a r " [1861] . Compare this w ith the statem ent in the letter of 1879, where he says " B abinet's proposal was for the same instrum ent exactly, and it was published more th an two years after mine, and after, indeed, I had described the instrum ent to different persons in P aris." I t is clear th at B roun did not perceive th a t there was a real difference between the two forms in which the elasticity of m etal was opposed to the force of gravity, and th a t he had published nothing regarding his use of the torsion wife a t the tim e of B abinet's design. I t was only tow ards the clo^e of 1861, at the earliest, th a t Broun introduced the gold wire in plaice of the spring, and as the letters which I shall give prove B abinet to have been w orking out the same idea early in 1862, there is no doubt some show of reason in B roun's complaint, when he says (as he does in his letter of 1863) th a t not only was his in stru m ent seen by many persons in A die's shop in 1861, but th at the gold wire which he substituted was actually recommended and supplied by a Parisian artist. Still I th in k it impossible to read the following letter, and retain any suspicion th a t B abinet was conscious of having borrowed the principal p art of his design from another. The letter is interesting enough in itself, ap art from this question.
" Paris, ce 3 Fevrier, 1862. " $ u r la Mesure statigue de la P " Monsieur et iulustre Confrere, " C'est une des plus im portantes idees qui aient ete emises pour la conuaissance de notre globe que celle de la mesure statique de la pesanteur. Je crois avoir resolu le probleme pratique apres d 'innombrables essais et bien des annees de reflexion. Ce qui distingue surto u t m a methode, c'est le fraetionnement de la pesanteur, de maniere a equilibrer l 'effet d 'un poids considerable par la torsion d'un fil m etallique de force moyenne et restant dans les limites de l'elasticite parfaite. E n effet je reduis le poids a de sa valeur au moyen du pendule bifilaire. «^VeZ la bonte d 'exam iner In s tru m e n t que je propose, de m 'mdiquer des corrections, et je le ferai construire de suite Des que i 'aurai votre reponse, je com m um querai ce trav ail a 1 In stitu t en y m ettan t pour introduction un precis de ce qm est au No. 23 des ' Outlines of Astronom y.' . " xi n 'y a dans mon appareil, ni point de depart oblige, ni mesure d 'angles, n i loi suppos6e pour l '61asticite, n i permanence er.gee. rn m esures de longueur, ni inertie de dep art a vam cre, ni difficu e d'etablissem ent ou de tran sp o rt, ni mesures de t e m p s -it is not laborious, tedious, an d expensive ; ' la tem perature n a pas le emps de changer pendant la courte duree de l'expenence, ce qui repond a votre condition d expedition.
. ,, -L 'effetd e la tem perature (if any) pent etre facilem ent etudie au prealable et p ris en com pte.
« be et ad sont deux fils m6talliques tres fins et sensiblement sans torsion (d'ailleurs leur torsion pour un angle constant s ajouterait sans inconvenient a la force directrice du bifilaire) 6c et ad ont un m etre de longueur ou 1,000 millims., ab et do out 10 m dbm s : en sorte que la distance de a et de & au point m ilieu i ou s'attache le fi e orsion f i est de 5 millims. Soit ia -ib -a -h millims.
" La tige horizontale inferieure ab du hifilaire porte au poids d'environ 1 kilo. = 1,000 grins., en y comprenant le poid additionel p qu'on doit ajouter au poids P dans un petit plateau attache an, dessous de P. . " Si P est le poids que porte un pendule bifilaire, on sait qu'etant ecarte de sa position de repos d'un angle <*, il tend a y revenir avec une force-P -sin a. \ / 1 -4-^-sin l V P 2 (S i a et l sont du meme metal, la chaleur ne trouble point la force directrice du bifilaire, puisqu'elle depend unique de a \ r a etant egal a 5 miHims., et la 1,000 millims., la force directrice du bifilaire qu'une fraction, savoir ou w o de sa grandeur naturelle. Du reste on verra tout-a-l'heure qu'il n 'est besoin de mesurer ni a ni l.
" Supposons la tige superieure dc du bifil le poids P etant de 1,000 grms., la force directrice du bifilaire pour « = 9 0°, sera a peu pres . 1,000 grs. = 5 grms. On equilibre cette force directrice horizontale par une torsion de 180° que l 'on donne au fil metallique f t attache en haut a la piece to bas au point i milieu de ab, La tringle superieure dc aussi a une autre piece rotative faisant partie de R et qui permet de tourner cd de 90°. Ces deux pieces de R tournent l 'une dans l'autre, a l 'ordinaire.
" La lunette inferieure, 1ST , a des fils micrometriques qui vont se mirer en m sur un petit miroir vertical fixe au poids P. En ramenant l 'image de ces fils a la coincidence avec les fils eux-memes, comme dans le pointe nadiral, on ramene la direction ab de la partie inferieure du bifilaire a sa position primitive. De meme, des miroirs attaches aux parties tournantes en R, et regies sur la lunette Q, assurent des rotations connues pour le haut du bifilaire dc et pour le fil de torsion f i .Yoici maintenant l 'operation complete :-" L'appareil etant cale par ses niveaux, et bien stable, j 'amene le bifilaire dans la position du l 'image des fils de la lunette N coincide exactement avec ses fils. A ce moment un petit miroir vertical fixe lateralement a la piece qui en R donne le mouvement de rotation au bifilaire, ce petit miroir, dis-je, renvoie la partie inferieure des fils de la lunette Q sur eux-memes ; et de plus un autre petit miroir pareil, fix6 au-dessus du precedent a la piece qui donne la rotation au fil metallique f i , renvoie dans la partie superieure du champ de la lunette Q l 'image de la moitie superieure des fils de cette lunette sur ses fils eux-memes.
" Tout etant ainsi re g ie:-" Je fais tourner de 90° la piece qui guide la tige superieure dc du bifilaire, ce que l'on obtient au moyen d'un second petit miroir vertical fixe lateralement sur cette piece et a 90° azimuthalement du premier. Ce miroir est amene a remplacer le premier miroir de la meme piece pour le renvoi des rayons dans la lunette Q, et la rotation de dc est " La piece tournante a laquelle est fixee l'extrem ite superieure / du fil de torsion a anssi un second petit miroir vertical qui fait azimuthalement avec le premier miroir de cette piece Un angle egal a trois fois 90° et en tordant par son moyen le fil f i de trois fois 90° en sens contraire du mouvement donne a dc dn bifilaire, la torsion de f i restera en definitive nne torsion de 180° qnand sa direction ab du bifilaire aura repris sa position primitive. _ " Soit P le poids fixe du bifilaire (y compris b, Ac.). On ramenera ab a sa position primitive an moyen d'un petit poids additionnel p . Alors la pesanteur locale, agissant sur une masse P + p , par lintermediaire du bifilaire 4quilibre la torsion de 180° du fil metallique f i . Si dans une autre latitude il faut P + p ' pour equilibrer la meme torsion, les intensites de la pesanteur dans les deux localites seront entre elles comme P + p est a P + p . * " p .g .__xi faut que je me hate de publier ce que j'ai trouve, car a 69 ans ce serait vraiment etre trop exigeant envers la bonne providence que de lui demander encore indSfiniment du temps pour remplir la tache qu'il lui a plu de m 'assigner. Vous avez ete plus sage, pour le grand bien de la science. Moi, je puis m alheureusem ent me dire, I have also seen a copy of the reply to this letter. I t is needless to say th a t it was full of approval, and only made some suggestions, which were at once adopted or accepted. There was no mention of any other form of gravim eter having been proposed in England. I need not transcribe from the subsequent le tte rs; until, on the 15th February, a year later, B abinet again w rites :-" M -Le M errier me presse de term iner notre balance gravim etrique. Je ne veux pas comm encer im prudem m ent avant d 'avoir votre ulti m atum d 'approbation." H ere follows a resume of the principles involved in the design, as to which I need only rem ark th a t the elasticity of the suspending wires is not taken into account, nor is the necessary effect of this elasticity upon the balance in any way referred to.
" F 'appareil sera etabli et essaye a l'Observatoire Im perial de Paris, puis essaye dans les latitudes voisines. Je serai heureux si cette mesure de la gravite et les deplacem ents necessaires qu'elles entrainera me fournissent l 'occasion de vous voir en A ngleterre."
The letter th en passes on to other m atters-a new plan for measur ing aberration by means of g ra tin g s-and only returns to the gravi m eter a t the close. J aurais encore a tte n d u a vous p arlerd e ceci sans la circonstance de notre balance gravim etrique. E n cas de succes de cette balance pourriez-vous, vous ou quelqu'un des votres, vous charger des stations du Royaume U ni P II faudrait au moins une mesure de gravite pour chaque degre carre de surface.
Notct. Sitot apres votre reponse on se m ettra a foeuvre pour l 'appareil gravim etrique.
" Recevez, &c., " B A B IN E T ."
The paper in the " Comptes R endus " (lvi, pp. 244-248) was read on le b rn a ry 9, 1863, or a week earlier th an the date of this last letter, which therefore appears to have resulted from the approval w ith which the paper was received at the reading. The published account adds little to what th e letters tell-on the contrary-which is partly my reason for transcribing them . I t is noticeable th at there is from first to last no mention of any prior attem pt in the same field.
I have endeavoured to ascertain, by enquiry from a gentlem an who was associated w ith Babinet in physical researches of this nature, whether the instrum ent was ever con stru cted ; but I do not gather from the reply that such was the case. I t would seem as if there was too much uncertainty as to the constancy of th e force relied upon in torsion.
The original paper communicated by Broun to the Royal Society of Edinburgh follows immediately upon two others by the same author, in one of which the theory of the bifilar magnetometer is considered, and mention is there made of the elasticity of the suspending wires. Their effect is considered to be of little importance. The effect of temperature in m odifying the elasticity is also alluded to. W e cannot therefore suppose Mr. Broun to have disregarded these considerations altogether. I t is perhaps the more remarkable that he has left no indication of b eing alive to the really interesting balance which occurs in his instrument, and which m ust equally have occurred, and can hardly have escaped his notice, in the former one.
In his letter, above referred to, he speaks of his gravimeter as if the instrum ent ultim ately perfected was substantially the same as the one described in 1861. B ut, as I have had occasion to point out, it differs in one respect w hich I cannot but consider im portant-the difference between a spiral balance spring and a tw isted wire. It is to be regretted that w e are not in possession of any information as to the reasons which induced him to discard the one in favour of the other. In any case, the change is distinctly a part of the history of the invention. The next step was the construction of the instrument as mentioned in his le tte r ; and then its exhibition and description by him self in the Catalogue of the Loan Collection o f Scientific Instru ments at the South K ensington Museum, where, he tells us sugges tively, it was shown alongside of Mr. Siem ens' bathometer. W e may now turn our attention to this last.
My knowledge o f the bathometer designed by Dr. C. W . Siemens is confined to the account given of it in the " Philosophical Trans actions " for 1876, and I should not presume to examine it were it not necessary to do so for the purpose of this review. Dr. Siemens, it is true, regards it, in the introductory passages of that paper, as having a different sphere of a c tio n ; but, on a careful consideration of the principles-so far us I understand them-of its construction, it appears to me to belong decidedly to the class of instrument, whatever we may call them, typified by the one already mentioned as described in the " O utlines o f Astronomy.." The special purposes for which ic has been designated, and the actual uses to which it has been put, do not of themselves preclude it from being set to the more general pur poses and uses of a gravimeter.
Reference is made in the cited papeiyto another form of instrument constructed by the author in (or about) the year 1859, which, how ever, was abandoned, although it enabled him " to predict approxi mately the depth th at would be found on the use of the sounding line." In this instrum ent the specific gravity of m ercury would seem to have been m easured by determ ining the column necessary to balance the pressure of a fixed quantity of confined air. The rise of the surface under a change of gravity was magnified by a lighter supernatant liquid being forced up a narrow tube. The principle, in this case, is analogous to the form er typical one only if we regard the compressed air as acting the part of a spring. I t is obviously dependent on the possibility of guarding against, or exactly allowing for, the change of elasticity with tem perature-in this, too, being analogous to the typical form. I t was sought to meet this very serious difficulty by keeping the air at the tem perature of m elting ice. There is another m ethod-perhaps not less difficult to practise successfully; th at, namely, of selecting three (or preferably four) more accessible tem peratures, and so experim enting at these th a t in the long ru n the actual observations shall supply a constantly accu m ulating body of evidence as to the requisite factor, as well as two or more actual d ata in each case from w hich to infer what is required. Hut it m ight tu rn out after all th a t the uncertainty m ust remain greater th an the variation to be measured. The possibility of such a result m ilitates strongly against methods involving large corrections. B ut, perhaps, least of all in cases such as this where the whole instrum ent may be im mersed w ithout injury.
I t then becomes chiefly a therm om etric question.
In the bathom eter, on the contrary, which superseded the one just mentioned, " changes of tem perature are entirely elim inated from the result," a t least in theory. In practice such a thing would perhaps be hardly possible ; b ut in any case residual effects may be regarded as subjects for ultim ate consideration. I will now endeavour to con dense a description of this instrum ent, so as to assign it a place in the present category.
There are two spiral steel springs which, in the draw ing of the sm aller of two instrum ents, are about 16 inches long and rather more than one in diam eter. The lower ends are attached to a cross-bar which is to bear the intended weight. This w eight is th at of a column of m ercury resting upon a certain surface to be presently described. There is an arrangem ent for m aintaining the height of th e column constant. I am not sure th a t I understand how this w o rk s; but supposing it effective, the w eight upon the cross-bar must depend upon the area pressed by the m ercury; and if this also is constant we have in effect the same principle as in the gravim eter depicted in the " Outlines."
The mercury is contained in a vertical steel tube having cup-shaped enlargements above and below. The lower end is closed by a flexible corrugated steel plate, which has a solid central disk, by which the pressure on the plate is transferred to the cross-bar. W hen th is plate is horizontal, the mercury presses equally on every p a r t; but it is clear that the whole of the pressure is not borne by the cross-bar. In fact, it would only by trial be possible to ascertain what w eigh t is borne by the springs. A ny change in the position of the disk must alter the curvature of the plate, and w ith it th e proportion of th e weight borne by the springs and by the rim of the cup irrespective of any change in the h eigh t of the column. The diameter of the steel tube would seem to be adjusted so as to cause a proper change in the level of the upper surface, when the bulk of th e mercury is affected by change of temperature. I am not quite sure that, in presence of these several causes of variation, the principle of con stancy of w eight on the springs can be said to be retained. Alterations of position of the disk are read by means of a micro m eter below the cross-bar. It seems clear that the desired indications m ust be obtained from th e readings of this contact micrometer, and some curiosity may be experienced as to the m anner of interpreting its readings. On this point th e author s a y s " I t would be difficult to determine the actual scale of th e instrum ent d p r io r i; and I there fore adopted the easier and safer method of relying for its final adjustment upon the result of actual working.
If it were possible to ascertain, w ith some approach to certainty, the w eigh t borne by the springs in some particular position of the diaphragm and cross-bar (to be called the zero position) the instru m ent m ight be used, on the principle of the sim ple gravim eter, by ascertaining what weight upon the cross-bar would be necessary, under a diminished gravity, to bring it again to this zero position-tempera-. ture being the same. This, however, is not w h at is intended in th is form o f instrum ent. ^ t , The subject of com pensation for temperature receives considerable attention. This, indeed, is very necessary, when we remember the sensitiveness o f springs to beat. The author gives, as the result of experim ent upon these springs, a factor of variation which appears to be 4^6-q -for each degree Centigrade. The importance of temperature in such case w ill be better understood if we consider that at this rate it would need but 21° C. to effect as great a change in the elastic force, as transference from equator to pole would effect in gravity. Change of temperature has here, it w ould seem, an effect tw elve tim es as great as it has in the case of the pendulum. Certainly there is room for com pensation; and Dr. Siemens obtains it, to some extent, by apportioning the diameter of the vertical tube to the cups. It is not necessary, for the present purpose, to consider closely how this exercises a compensating effect. It is estim ated, by experiment, that the change of tem perature, and m ight be quite incalculable I t is also necessary to consider th at the masses of m etal concerned would probably, except under controlling conditions, cause consider able uncertainty in this effect.
Enough has been said to show th a t the bathometer, although a gravim eter in principle, cannot be regarded as likely to prove of ser vice m m easuring small changes of gravity under different climates Its ethcacy as an in strum ent for m easuring sea-depths need not be considered here. I t may have peculiar properties in th a t connexion which I have not understood ; for indeed I may confess a certain hesitation in believing th a t any instrum ent can do that, by deter m ining the change of attraction, except under conditions favouring an empirically deduced scale.
There are rum ours of other designs for m easuring small changes of gravity, of quite recent invention, of which I can only say a t present ia it is very much to be hoped th a t they will serve th eir intended purpose, and th a t we shall soon be in possession of experimental evidence to th a t effect.
II.

On the Torsion G r a v i m e t e r , constructed on the Desi J. A llan Broun, by Dr. C. 8. Muller, of Stuttgart.
Before entering upon any description of this instrum ent it may be we to explain th a t the title of this paper is intended to take cognizance of the fact th a t the designer did not experiment, with it or improve upon it after it left the m aker's hands, and th at consequently some portion of the m erit, w hatever it may prove to be, is due to the appreciation of the design by the latter. Conversely, it is due to the esigner to recognise th a t failure of any kind may to some extent be attrib u tab le to m isapprehension on the p art of the maker. At the same time, it m ust be said th a t the workmanship is of a high order, and betokens a more th an ordinary attention as well as great skill and delicacy. Should the instrum ent justify its existence by its ultim ate utility, it cannot be denied th a t it. will owe its success, in a high degree, to th e intelligence of the constructor as well as to the genius of th e inventor.
There are two ways of describing a new form of instrum ent. We m ay either approach it from outside, and learn its functions by con sidering its parts, or we m ay study it w ith a prior knowledge of its intention. The latter m ethod isj perhaps, the best for one to adopt who wishes to describe an instrum ent of his own designing; for he cannot fail to indicate tru ly w hat design he had. B ut for one whose oniy knowledge of the functions of an instrum ent are inferred from what he sees, it m ight be dangerous to presume a full knowledge of the design. I shall, therefore, describe the instrument as I see it, with direct reference to what I conceive to be the intention.* The gravimeter stands, when set up for use, on a tripod; but it might equally be stood upon a table with a bay cut out of the side two or three inches deep. In either case it would stand on three ad justing foot-screws carrying a thick brass foundation plate. Below this plate projects what I will call the well and a Above it stands the chamber, consisting of two brass plate sides and glass plate front and back, besides various clamping and manipulating appliances. On the top of the chamber are two cross levels, and from the centre rises a hollow shaft.
Measuring from the surface of the foundation plate, the depth of the well is about 8£ inches (26 centim e.), and the height of the chamber 5± inches (16 centim s.). The shaft stands about 18£ inches (47 centims.) above the plate, or 13 inches above the roof of the chamber. The latter is about 2* inches wide and 2 f inches deep (say 6 centims. each way). This general description will suffice to give an idea of the framework. More minute descriptions will follow as they become necessary. , ,, W ithin the chamber are suspended by wires, one below the other, two weights, which for distinction I w ill call the major weight and the minor weight. The major weight consists of a brass cubical block, from which rise two lateral rectangular pillars, crossed at top by a somewhat slighter bar. The block is perforated vertically by a large cylindrical hollow. This major w eight is suspended by two parallel wires which traverse the sh a ft; being just visible at its lower end, where they enter two small screws on the cross-bar. There are means of adjusting both their length and distance apart, above and below.
The principle here is that of the bifilar torsion balance : if the block be turned through any angle less than 180°, its tendency to return is (m ainly) due to the weight of the mass suspended. This, however, is not that of the major w eight only; for from the under side of the cross-bar hangs a single wire, which, descending through t e o ow in the block, is attached to and supports the minor w eight; hence the mass suspended by the double wire is the sum of the masses of thê T h T m in or weight consists of a light frame, which I w ill call the head, and a long thin glass rod or plunger, which descends into the Suppose the major weight turned through an angle *?. When the disturbance has subsided and oscillations have been quelled, it will, o course, be found that the minor weight has turned through a like * Since this report was written, two plates hare been drawn to illustrate the description which follows. Necessarily there is no direct reference to them m the text.
angle. The double wires are in a state of torsion, but the single wire hangs freely, helping by its tension to increase the tension on the double wires caused by the major weight, but not itself in a state of torsion. Now, suppose the minor weight turned round : it will imme diately begin to exert through the resistance to torsion, or elasticity of the single wire, a force which will tend to relieve or oppose, accord ing to the direction of the new application, the external force which keeps the major w eight detorted. Suppose the new force applied in the same direction, so as to relieve the former. As the torsion of the single thread increases-with the increase of the angle through which the lower weight is turned-a point is at length reached when it exactly relieves the whole of the external force applied to the upper. Suppose this to occur when it has turned through an angle 0, through an angle 0 + 0, from the initial position. Then it is clear that the force which turned the upper end of the single wire through an angle 0, has been found equal to that which turns its lower end through an angle 0 , relatively, and 0 + 0, absolutely. W e have now to consider what these forces are.
Before doing so, it would be advisable to recognise the means pro vided for observing these angles.
In some way, which there are no means of exactly discovering, the designer or constructor has ascertained that by a certain apportion ment of lengths, weights, and thicknesses, the proportion of 0 to 0 (which of course is a variable one) can be made 1 : 3 when 0 = 9 0°. The result of this is, that when 0 + 0 amounts to one complete revolu tion, 0 alone is one quarter of a revolution. [In this position the re sistance of a bifilar suspension is a maximum. I do not know that it has any strong advantage except what may turn on that. It is only necessary to allude to the fact, to take occasion to add that it is cer tainly of no importance, either practically or theoretically, whether 0 is exactly or only approximately, equal to 90°. W e shall see even tually that another consideration (perhaps not considered by the in ventor) entirely overrides the one mentioned.
This by way of parenthesis.]
The head of the minor weight carries a small flat mirror, which faces in the position of rest, as also after one revolution, a horizontal colli~ motor. The block of the major w eight carries three similar mirrors, of which one is parallel to the former (or may be made so) when in a state of ease, and the others become so (under proper conditions) when the major weight has been turned to the right or left through one quarter of a revolution. These mirrors face the upper half of the object-glass of the collimator. A fiducial mark in the focus of the latter is seen by reflection from the mirrors when they are perpen dicular, or nearly so, to the line of sight. It will be necessary to return to this in describing the intended observation.
To understand thoroughly the conditions of equilibrium we m ust now study in detail th e counteracting forces. W e have seen th a t th e w eight supported by the double wire is the sum of the two weights described as th e m ajor and the m inor weights. O ne-half of this sum is of course, borne by each of the wires, which are fu rth er tw isted in dividually through a q u arter of a circle. L et R be the length of these wires and 2r th e ir distance apart-Consider one only : the upper end being fixed, th e low er will describe a curve which will be the in ter section of a sphere by a vertical cylinder, the ordinate from which to a plane draw n horizontally th rough .the lowest point m ay be shown to be equal to -.
r. versin 9^ 1 * versin 9 -&c.
As r : R is a small fraction, less than ^ it will be a question w hether the second and fu rth e r term s m ay not be neglected ; for the present we m ay be content w ith th e first, as an approxim ation only is wanted here. This ordinate is the height th ro u g h which th e w eights rise as they are tu rn ed round. L et this be called A little consideration of the m eaning o f ------= -L , » constant, shows th a t in this case the r versm 0 xi restriction to th e first term makes th e p a th of the lower end of the wire a circle lying in an inclined p lan e* and the force tending to cause rotation (irrespective of the torsion of th e parallel wires) is th a t of a body having the joint w eight of the two, whose p ath of descent is to be along th is circle. The gradient along th is p ath (w hich is the tangent of th e inclination) is _^=^s i n 9, which is zero a t 0° and 180°, and a m axim um a t 90°. L et A + B = P be the weights, which are augm ented for adjustm ent by a sm all weight, Then the force, depending on gravity, which tends to tu rn th e system, resolved hon-7* zontally, is ( P + p ) tan l inclination = ( P + P ) -j j sm N eglecting for th e present the torsion of the parallel wires, we see th a t this force is resisted by the torsion of the single wire, as to which we m nst have regard to two propositions :
(1.) Torsion is independent of tension; (2.) Torsion varies directly as the angle of twist. W e may, therefore, express the torsion by /q0 (a t the distance unity), rem arking th a t 0 is mechanically increased un til it balances the force tending to tu rn th e system as above described. this point it were balanced by pff), any incr increase of 0, however small, would be answered by no corresponding augm entation of the opposing force. The upper system would obey, 0 would increase, b ut the resistance would diminish instead of increas ing. In short, 90° would represent a position of unstable equilibrium.
This state of things is prevented by the torsion of the parallel wires, which act in aid of th e w eight and defer the condition of unstable equilibrium to a point some degrees beyond 90°. The perception of this may or may not have been present to the desig n er; but it may obviously be made use of advantageously as follows :-Let 2 p20denote the torsion of the two parallel wires when turned through an angle 0.
Then the forces which balance are ( P + _ p ) J l. sin0 f 2/>20, and ; and R the u tility of the instrum ent, depending in the first place on the abso lute constancy of /q0, depends also on the possibility of exactly equali sing to this th e other force by varying either 0 or P + p . I t is in this respect exactly analogous to a balance, the desired relation of to 0 being equivalent to the dem and for horizontality in the latter. The sensibility of such an equipoise will be m easured by the smallness of the change in P -fp requisite to produce, or to correspond to, a given small change of 0.
L et (P + p )
. sin 0 + 2 p20 = F , then • sin d' ~^-= ( P + P ) 4 • cos dp R dO R and Bp = -cosec . 0 ^(P -f p) ~ . cos 0 -j-2 $0.
W hen 0 = 0°, <5p is in fin ite; i.e., no change o Sim ilarly when 0=180°. B u t when 0 = 9 0°, £p= 2p2~-£0. A t this J r point no relation would subsist between and B0 but for />2; i.e., if the equilibrium were independent of the torsion of the parallel wires. As it is, the equilibrium is a compound one, and is disturbed by a change of weight, the effect of which is inversely proportional to the torsion of the parallel wires, in apparent contradiction to the first of the above pro positions regarding torsion. If the torsion of these wires be doubled, the addition of th e same small weight Bp will cause a change of 0 to one-half th e amount. The sensibility of the instrum ent is therefore proportional (w ithin lim its) to the fineness of these w ires; but this m ust not be carried so fa r as to bring the position of unstable equili brium too near to 90°, or else the stability of the balance will become too delicate and observation too difficult.
To determ ine th e position of unstable equilibrium , consider the general statical equation T h at is to say, the position of unstable equilibrium lies less th an 3° beyond the intended position of rest. [T his is closer than I should have thought, b u t it is borne out by the fact th a t I have not been able (w ith the existing adjustm ents) to reach th e intended position of rest both ways, i . e . ,t u rn in g both to the rig h t hand and to the left h before reaching th e point of unstable equilibrium . This is easily ac counted for by supposing the prim ary position to be a balanced one, a slight deviation from parallelism of the m irrors being induced by a slight initial torsion of the parallel wires.] To retu rn . The angle through which the lower end of the single torsion wire is turned, by the stop acting on the m inor w eight, is 0 + 0. As this angle approaches 360°, 0, w hich is the angle through which the end and the major weight are turned, approaches, or should approach, 90°. As this stage is approached a very small increase of 0 + 0 in duces a larg er and larger increase of 0, according to the proxim ity to, the value 0O . And the above expression for sec 0O shows th a t this depends on the ratio of Pl : Pr By varying the wires the position of unstable equilibrium may be placed anywhere from 0o=9O° to 0o= 1 8 O°; and the nearer it is to 90°, i.e., the weaker they are, the more sensitive will the instrument be at the position 0 = 9 0°. This suggests, I think, that the double wires should be coarse and inelastic rather than the reverse. The collimator contains a scale, exactly £th of an inch long, divided into 30 parts. The focal distance being 8*5 inches, the angular value of the scale is tan -1-^ or 1° 41'; and of each part, 3' 22", or ■ S a10< > ir approximately. P utting one of these parts equal to 2£0 (doubling on account of the reflection) we find -^^o = '092 gr., the change of weight which will deflect the mirrors relatively one division. It follows that the 30 divisions of the scale correspond to a change of weight of about 2*76 grs.
B ut we must remember that this relation depends on an assumption, viz., that p i' Pi • ' 9:1. To provide for a more accurate estimate b 9 18 27fc hereafter obtainable, let ~$=Tc. Then _^P= 7452 ----; and in the case of the scale-division £ p = lT 6 ---grs.,
or very nearly 35---for the whole scale. X ~ 1c Let us now consider what may be expected as the actual conse quence of a change of gravity. The most practical evidence of this is the effect on the rate of a pendulum. A pendulum which would beat seconds at the equator would gain 225 seconds, or beats rather, at the poles. The corresponding increase of gravity is in double this pro portion, i . e . ,450 on 86,400, or 1 on 192, nearly. W eights, as mea sured by a constant force such as the torsion of a wire is supposed to be, are affected in like proportion b u t inversely. Now the w eight of the mass suspended by the double wires is 3,/ 25 g r s .; and the change of weight, if one may so express it, from pole to equator, will be Vra5* or 19'4 grs.
W e have seen th a t the range of the scale in the collim ator will m easure a deflection due to a change of w eight of 2'76 grs., or thereabouts. I t follows th a t the extrem e change of gravity w hich can be looked for would cause a deflection about seven tim es as great as w hat the scale will m easure. This is provided for by the auxiliary weights, of which there are five, weighing 4 4 grs. each, and by the contrivance of the glycerine well, which will now be described. Before quitting th is p a rt of the subicet however, I should point out th a t one division of th e scale J ' *092 seems to correspond to a change of pendulum ra te of --X 2 2 5 = 1 0 7 second per diem.
The buoyancy of th e glycerine in th e well depends on the volume of liquid displaced by th e plunger, and therefore on the diam eter of the latter, w hich can only be got a t aw kw ardly, in one place. To ascer tain this diam eter I cut a slit in a piece of zinc plate, ra th e r w ider at the m outh th an a t the inner end, and used it as a gauge, m arking the place w here th e narrow ing w idth fitted the plunger. A piece of copper wire, '05 in diam eter, was found to fit it a t the same s p o t; perhaps -048 would be more correct.
The specific gravity of glycerine is 1'26 ; hence a cubic inch weighs 349-4 grs. W ith these data we find th a t one inch rise of glycerine will buoy O'628 gr. The cathetom eter scale being divided m etrically, this corresponds to 00247 gr. per m illim etre. The m icrom eter reads to h undredths of a m illim etre.
The riders weigh, as nearly as I can determ ine, 4'40 grs. each. H ence one rid er has the same effect as 178 millims. of rise ; b u t the scale only runs up to 150 millims., so th a t additional riders will be requisite.
I found by trial th a t 100 millims. rise of the glycerine buoyed about 2 grs. I t was n ot a careful observation, b u t agrees fairly w ith the above calcu latio n ; so th a t it seems pretty certain th a t the riders are too heavy.
The total weight being 3,725 -grs., the variation of gravity from pole to equator (being as 193 :192 nearly) will require an augm entation of 19*4 grs. This corresponds to 225 seconds, therefore 1 second corre sponds to 0-0867 gr., or 3 5 millims. of glycerine, if the above is correct.
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W e m ust look for accuracy which may he represented by + 0 1 second, or the instrum ent is not worth testing severely. This corre sponds to 0'35 millim. of glycerine, or 35 divisions of the micrometer.
The foregoing description and investigation represent w hat I had learnt about the gravim eter by inspection, measurement, calculation, and reflection, before m eeting w ith any instruction from the designer. In his letter to General W alker, Mr. Broun mentions having seen and corrected the proof of the description which was to appear in a new edition of the Catalogue of Instrum ents exhibited in the Special Loan Collection. N ot expecting th a t a catalogue description would be otherwise th an brief, and confined to principal features such as I could not fail to perceive unaided, I did not wait until I could procure it, to study th e instrum ent.
Some delay also occurred before I received, through the courtesy of the Secretary of the Science and A rt Departm ent, the extract in question. I t seems rig h t to mention this, in explanation of the independence which will be rem arked in w hat I have said. W hereas, in w hat follows, I acknowledge the said description as an additional source of information. Mr. B roun's description is accordingly inserted h e r e ; and I shall then add some comments upon points which seem to need fu rth er elucidation or notice.
" 421d . G ravim eter. An instrum ent for the m easurement of th e variations of the e a rth 's attractive force, invented by J. A. Broun, F .R .S ., and constructed from his drawings by Dr. C. Muller, of S tu ttg art.
J. A llan Broun, F .B .8. " The instrum ent consists of a w eight suspended by two gold w ire s; a single wire fixed to the top of the w eight and passing th rough its centre carries a cylindrical lever; when the lever is turned through 360° at the norm al (say southern) station, the torsion of th e single wire thus produced carries the weight round through an angle of 90°. The forces then in equilibrium are, th e torsion force of the single wire and the attraction of the earth on the weight, which, as th e two wires are no longer vertical, has been slightly raised and seeks to attain its lowest point.
" On proceeding from a southern to a more northerly station the ea rth 's attraction increases ; the am ount of this increase may be measured in two ways " 1st. The lever will require to be turned through more than 360° in order to carry the w eight to the height due to turning it through 90°. (H ad the station been more southerly the lever would be turned through less than 360°.) The difference of the angle from 360° measures the increase (or diminution) of weight. " 2nd. By removing a small portion of the weight, equal to th a t due to th e increased attraction of the earth, the w eight can be tu rn ed through exactly 90° by rotating the lever through 360 , as at the norm al station. (O n proceeding south w eight has to be added.)
. " The following are the instrum ental arrangem ents in order to make these o b servations:-" The w eight has on each of three sides, a t its base, a vertica m irror (silvered, not quicksilvered) ; the middle m irror makes an angle of exactly 90° w ith the other two. The lever also carries a vertical m irror, which, w hen there is no torsion m the suspension wire is im m ediately below and in the same vertical plane w ith the m iddle m irror of the weight. A telescope, having a glass scale a t the focus of the eye-piece, is adjusted so th a t images of the scale can be seen (one higher th a n the other) reflected from the m iddle m irror of the w eight and the lever m irror. W h en both of these m irrors are exactly in the same plane, th e middle division on th e scale seen directly w ith the eye-piece, coincides w ith the same division in th e two reflected " B y a wheel and pinion (w ith endless screw and clamp for delicate movement) placed below the instrum ent, a polished agate p o int can be made to act on a sim ilar agate point fixed to the lever, so as to tu rn th e latte r thro u g h any angle. W hen tu rn ed th ro u g h 360° the m iddle scale division again agrees w ith the im age from the lever m irror. If the im age reflected from one of th e side m irrors of th e w eight does not agree also, the lever is tu rn ed th ro u g h a g re ater (or lesser) angle th an 360°, till this agreem ent is obtained ; the difference of the angle th ro u g h which th e lever has been tu rn ed from 360° is obtained from the scale reading, as seen on the lever m irror.
" The following apparatus is employed for very small increases or dim inutions of the weight. Suspended to and vertically below th e lever is a carefully calibrated glass w ire (1 millim. diam eter), w hich enters a glass tube fixed below the instrum ent. A t the lower end of this tube is a cistern containing a liquid (distilled w ater, or as a t present, chemically pure glycerine). This liquic can be forced into the glass tube by a screw and piston (as m some barom eter cisterns). The liquid is then raised til such a dim inution of w eight is produced by the immersion of the glass wire as to b rin g the m irror of the w eight through exactly . U , when the lever is tu rn ed through 360°. The length o g ass wire immersed is read, by a m icrom eter microscope and sea e, to a thousandth of a millim eter.
" T hough finely polished agate points have been employed tor turn in g the lever so as to diminish the friction, there is an additional apparatus to ensure th at vertical friction has no effect on the observation a t last. The lever contains a m a g n e t; and two bar magnets, w ith rack-w ork adjustm ents for height, are placed one on each side of the instrum ent, so th at b j a pinion and rack movement they can be approached to the lever m agnet till th eir force is exactly equal to the torsion force of the single wire, and the agate points are no longer in contact. " The instrum ent is made to serve for latitudes differing about 10° or 15°, b ut an auxiliary apparatus carries five platinum rings, which can be lowered upon the weight, so as to make the in strum ent serve from the equator to the poles, and to any height in the atm osphere.
" There are special appliances for portability, by one of which the w eight is fixed; another fixes the le v e r; so th a t strain is removed from the suspension wires, and the suspended parts can not be shaken from th eir places. Levels, a thermometer, and other details fit the instrum ent for the most accurate observations. The suspension wires are fixed at th eir ends in a special manner, so th a t the fixed points cannot vary. All the suspended apparatus is electro-gilt.'' ' (1.) W e learn from th is th a t the suspending wires are of gold, and th a t suspended parts are electro-gilt. I observe th a t there is a tendency to spottiness, resem bling mould, on some parts of the gilded surface.
(2.) The p a rt which I have called the " m inor w e ig h t" is here designated as a " cylindrical lever." The latter term is b u t remotely descriptive.
(3.) The torsion of the double wires alluded to in describing the forces w hich balance each other.
This confirms my doubt w hether the very im portant p a rt played by this torsion was recog nised. I t is an essential feature, w ithout which the position of maximum gravity-action could not be chosen ; and in m aking the adjustm ents it is impossible to disregard it.
(4.) There is no necessity for the two side m irrors on the major w eight to be inclined at " exactly 90° " to the middle one. Indeed, it is scarcely possible to tell exactly what their inclination is. I t is about 90° ; and th at is all th a t can be said or desired.
(5.) Of the two term s " telescope" and " collimator," the latter describes more correctly the function of the appliance by which the angular positions of the m irrors are observed. The scale is in the focus of the object-glass of this collimator, rather than in th a t of its eye-piece, though, of course, the latter is also true. The divisions and value of this scale are not m entioned. If my estimate is right, which makes one division correspond to 1-07 per diem, it is clear that this is a weak point, especially as the collimator is optically indifferent (6 ) This " telescope " or collimator is said to be " adjusted so as to perform certain functions. Unfortunately it has no means of adjustment except in a vertical plane. There is no horizontal motion; nor has the object-glass a power of focal adjustment by rack and pinion. It is very difficult to get a good sight of the reflected scale ( 7 ) The only dimension stated in the whole description is the diameter of the -plunger" (1 millim.). Neither are the weights of the suspended masses stated. A precise knowledge of the joint weight is necessary for the calculation, even of differential resu ts.
By precise I m ean to w ithin 4 or 5 grs.
. " (8.) The p lu n g er is described as a " calibrated glass wire, imao-ine this to mean th a t the glass rod was specially made, and tested a t every point. I do not see any advantage m its being ô (9.) " The len g th of glass w ire im m ersed " th a t is to say, the length of liquid displaced-" is read ....
to a thousandth of a m illim eter."
The graduation of the m icrom eter head enables hundredths of a m illim eter to be read. The thousandths are by estimation. B u t this probably far exceeds the power of observation of th e surface of a liquid, such as glycerine, m a glass tube.
(10.) " The finely polished agate p o in ts" appear to be of rubycoloured glass-if ready fusion be any test.
(11 ) The m agnetic holder. I imagine this is b etter removed. I would be nearly impossible to guarantee its action being entirely horizontal. A nd th e presence of a m agnet as p a rt of a mass, the w eight of which is u nder exam ination, is inadm issible. Ŝ hould these com m ents give the impression th a t I w ish to cavil a th e description, I m ust reply th a t it is necessary for th e present p u r pose. The question before us is not w hether the instrum ent is ingenious; b u t w hether it can be used for th e intended purpose, in preference to other existing instrum ents whose use and powers are well known.
I t m ay be said th a t th a t question can best be answ ered by trying it. U nfortunately this is n o t the case. I t will already have become apparent th a t i t is one of a class of instrum ents in which the observa tio n is nothing b u t the last of a series of elaborate and difficult adjustm ents-adjustm ents w hich require patience and skill and no little time, all of which would be throw n aw ay if the ultim ate obser vation should prove abortive. I will now proceed to indicate more exactly w hat these adjustm ents seem to be.
The principle on whieh th e instrum ent is designed involves, as a prim ary consideration, the angular rotation and ultim ate angular position of two bodies. The angles & and 0 of the theory above explained, although unim portant in absolute magnitude, are allim portant relatively. The prime defect of the instrum ent is to be seen in the insufficient optical means of noting and recording this relation. This m ight be remedied without altering the instrum ent in any way, by changing the collim ator; so I will not dwell further on that, b u t pass on to the m eans of controlling and adjusting this angular position. Inasm uch as torsion of wires is in question, it is obvious th a t the way in which their ends are held and turned is a detail of extrem e im portance. Mr. Broun has alluded to this. He says they " are fixed at th eir ends in a special manner, so th a t the fixed points cannot vary." I t is unfortunate th a t one cannot learn cer tainly by inspection, w hat the attachm ent is. I t is probably by the pinch of a split screw, for the wires appear to pass through the axes of th e holding screws. W hatever the m ethod is, it ought to be un impeachable. B ut not only should the holding be secure, it should also be easily manageable. I t is of little avail to attach a fine wire to a delicate screw which can only be m anipulated w ith caution by a steady hand, for the adjustm ents depend m ainly on these ends of wires being turned accurately through very small angles. I regard it as a capital error of construction th a t th e grasp of the ends of these suspension wires is made as small instead of as large as possible. This is an opinion based on wearisome experience no less than on common sense, for I have spent m any hours in endeavouring to obtain the adjustm ent in question, w ith no other result th an this experience and th e discovery of the cause of repeated failure-as I will now explain.
The first adjustm ent required would seem to be to make the minor w eight hang so th a t its m irror shall be parallel to the middle m irror of the m ajor weight. To secure th is the holding of the single sus pending wire m ust be turned, either above or below. I t is difficult, if not impossible, to get at the lower holding. B ut the upper one offers no difficulty except w hat is to be expected from the smallness of the parts. The necessary adjustm ent was at length made, approxi m ately.
The second adjustm ent consists in so m anaging the torsion of the double wires, th at when the minor w eight (w ith its m irror) is turned th ro u g h 360° either w a y , the major w eight shall present i its left hand m irror equally short of or beyond the ultim ate position. The observation in th at case will consist in ascertaining what alteration of w eight will bring about exact conjunction, in either case.
The difficulty, which I have already commented on, of giving any precise am ount of rotation to the holding screws, is in this m atter also so great as to make exact adjustm ent quite fortuitous. This will explain why I made the same adjustm ent several times in succession (on each occasion w ith sorely tried tem per and patience) before becoming aware th a t there was som ething wrong. I traced this a t last distinctly to a want of permanence of the first adjustm ent. I had spent from first to last not less th an ten hours on these adjustm ents alone, which may give some idea of th eir uncertainty.
I t was now necessary to ascertain w hat was th e source of the instability. I t m ust be clearly understood th a t there is not any p a rt of the whole design which is of greater im portance th an the atta in m ent of perm anence in this part. If, after disturbance, th e lower w eight does not re tu rn to the same position, relatively to the upper, with absolute e x a c t n e s s , I see no chance of obtaining an ything wh can be called a result. I t is literally a sine qua non.
The in stab ility m ight be due to one of two causes-I see no th ird alternative.
E ith er the holding was insecure; or the wire was strained beyond w hat its elasticity would bear. I tried various plans to test this. A t first it seemed clear th a t the holding was in fault. Then I fancied th a t the w ire was strained. I m ention th is vacillation purposely, because my final conclusion, w hich condemns th e holding after all, though m ore hopeful, might be the " special m anner " noticed in Mr. B roun's description, it will be best not to be too certain. The following test, however, seems con clusive.
I prepared two needles of deal, about 2 inches long and as t m an lig h t as seemed necessary. These were split a t one end, and th ru st upon the ta u t wire, so as to stand out from it horizontally. One was placed close to the upper holding, b u t free from c o n ta c t; the other about 0-3 inch lower. The upper w eight was clamped, and the lower th en tu rn ed th ro u g h two entire revolutions. [ I did not scruple to overdo it, having ascertained from collateral experim ents w ith other wire th a t a wire will bear being tu rn ed tw enty or th irty tim es to every inch, w ith o u t any other ill effect th an a perm anent tw ist.J The resu lt was th a t th e upper index tu rn ed th ro u g h a few (8 or 10) degrees, and the lower th ro u g h 70° or 8 0°-t h e la tte r being sensibly in due proportion to its d istan ce: as to the form er, I could sa«^ exactly where the holding point m ight be. Now, the test woul e in the positions to which they would retu rn . I f the wire was strained, the lower index would not re tu rn to conjunction w ith th e u p p e r . l th e holding had failed, th e two would not re tu rn to the starting point. The event proved the latte r alternative. The lower index returned to conjunction w ith th e upper ; b u t both failed to re tu rn to the ori^ina position. I repeated the experim ent, giving the w eight only a sing e tu rn . The resu lt was the same, in less d e g re e : th e holding had again failed, i.e., had allowed the w ire to tu rn in its socket still further. The screws were all firm, on trial.
The above test is so easy, and useful, th a t a description of it needs no apology. Still, it is rath er by way of proof th a t I give i t ; for a bare assertion of belief in the insecurity of the bolding m ight fairly be challenged.
The above result could in no way be passed by. I t was necessary to run any needful risk to ascertain fu rth er w hether the evil was accidental and capable of being remedied w ithout some decisive altera tion. I therefore loosened the fastening and drew out the wire. The only result of this was to show th a t the w ire was held solely by the pinch of a split screw. This is the " special m anner " alluded to in the description, and I have no hesitation in saying th at it is bad, because it relies on the almost microscopic accuracy of cutting of the parts. Assuming th a t no play is required in respect of length, there can be no objection to doubling back the wire before clamping it-and th a t in a large screw, split boldly for half an inch or more. Ho slip could possibly happen in th a t case, even w ith very slight clamping. This is the hold I have used (in the experiments alluded to), the clamp being a cleft in wood, pinched ad . U nder the circum stances I replaced the wire, and screwed the hold ing n ut nearly to the utm ost the screw would b e a r; and then repeated the test-w ith the same result. The hold by friction (of brass upon gold) is, a t any rate in this particular case, insecure. Nor do I see any means of rem edy short of partial reconstruction, which should, of course, extend also to the other five holding points.
Should any doubt rem ain as to the slipping I add the following. W ishing to see w hether it was due to the split being too coarse, I decided on extricating the holder and examining it under a micro scope ; as also to see if the wire showed any abrasion or destruction. To get the holder out involves a great deal of dism em berm ent; but the choice lay between this and leaving the question in some doubt. I succeeded in doing it-it is needless to describe how. The first result was the possibility of recognising clearly the nature of the holder, of which I give here an enlarged view. If is a screw about f inch long, w ith capstan head, and three capstan nuts ; of which two hold it on the beam, and the th ird pinches the split point. The split is quite flat sided. The shank is hollow, as far as to the end of the slit, where there is a cross tunnel.
By way of trial I pinched a piece of silver wire in the way the suspension wire is pinched, and twisted it. I t was th in n er th an th e latter. I think the pinch held it, for it soon broke. This was against the theory of slipping. Fortunately, I had saved a fragm ent of the gold wire (about f inch) which had pro jected at the free end and had been broken off by the insertion of the pin (I suppose). This piece I inserted and pinched firmly, as firmly as I dared w ithout spoiling the screw. The projecting end I bent into a crook, which I grasped w ith tweezers. I then turned the screw. W ould the wire strain, or break, or slip? That was the question. The event justified previous experience. I t slipped freely.
I could not pinch it tight enough to hold. Subsequent examination showed no sign upon the gold wire.
This proves conclusively that, under these circumstances, the pinch of a round wire is an insecure hold against torsion * I cannot but regret this result, for the sake of the exquisite work manship ; but there is no help for it, the wires must be held m some other way before anything can be done to test the instrument as a gravimeter. I find, for instance, that a slight flattening o e wire meets the slipping difficulty perfectly; but a flattened wire strains (i.e.,takes up a twisted or strained condition) very readi y, an 1 is doubtful whether any alteration of the cylindrical form even for a very small part of the length, can be permitted without risk.
My examination having reached this stage, I found it necessary o decide whether to stop here or run some risk of injuring the apparen perfection of the instrument, -in the endeavour to obtain the first requisite, a firm hold of the ends of the torsion wire. I defer, for the present, all reflections in order to proceed w ith my narrative. I decided to flatten the wire slightly at the place where it passes the split. W hether I did so insufficiently or not at the right place it is impossible now to say. The result was slipping, as before. I then determ ined to have recourse to the loop-by which I mean giving to the wire a t the place where it is pinched a sharp bend back upon itself. To do this the whole instrum ent had again to be dismembered. 1 cannot give an adequate idea of the anxiety attending a step of this kind, in the case of an unfam iliar instrum ent of delicate construction. My anxiety would have been greater perhaps, but hardly my care, had I known, w hat I now learnt, th a t the gold wires were nearly as brittle as untem pered steel. In dism ounting the m ajor weight (w ithout which the lower attachm ent of the single wire could not be reached) one of the double suspending wires snapped off short at the fastening. I did not recognise the cause until on attem pting to double back the single wiie to give it the crook it also snapped short. These mishaps were experienced w ithout much cost, for the new plan demanded but a fifth of an inch of w ire ; which the other end, in each case, could easily spare. B ut before try in g to bend it again I took the precaution to anneal the end. .At length, after a deal of trouble, I had succeeded in fastening in this way both ends of the single wire, and of the broken one of the pair. I ought to have done the same w ith the other as well, b u t courage was w anting to go fu rth er in this direction than accident had rendered necessary. The torsion on so long and th in a wire (the pair are much thinner than the single one) turned through only one q u arter of a revolution, would probably be so slight as not to exceed th e holding power of the existing attachm ent.
I should say here, th at before p u ttin g the parts together again, I weighed them, and measured the wire-lengths. The weighing is elsewhere recounted. The lengths are 1 2 6 and 3'08 inches respec tively. I also took the opportunity to m easure exactly the diam eter of the glass plunger, having reason to doubt the correctness of the m easurem ent assigned in Mr. B roun's description. The result justified m y suspicion.
The end of all this is now at hand. In due tim e the instrum ent was once more in a condition to recommence the adjustm ents. W arned by previous experience I wasted no tim e over perfecting the firs t; but, noting th e actual position of the lower m irror when at rest, I turned it through two revolutions and allowed it to return. failed to reach its former place.
I tightened the holding nuts to the utm ost which the metal would b e a r; with no better result than to reduce the slipping, but not to prevent it. The index test seemed to exonerate the upper holding, but there was either slipping or straining-and th at to a variable extent-on every trial, whichever way the lower weight was turned.
A_t this point, I decided on abandoning the investigation, nntil I should receive fu rth er instructions. Considering th a t the instrum ent has been entrusted to me to experim ent with ra th e r th an upon, I have already dared more perhaps th a n I ought to have certainly more than m ost persons would have felt justified in doing. I presume, per haps, in th in k in g th a t a ra th e r long experience of instrum ents of precision will be accepted as my excuse for having gone so far ; m the earnest endeavour to ascertain w hether an instrum ent of such exceed ing beauty (as to w orkm anship) would prove as valuable as it looked, and as, I m ust say, the principle of its construction leads one to expect. In pursuing this endeavour I have done some slight injury to it-which can be easily rem edied if necessary. This I a d m it: but per contra I have ascertained a good deal w ithout which it would be useless, besides gaining some experience which should avail in p er fecting it, and m aking it (or another sim ilar in principle) useful for its intended purpose. Finally, if any fu rth e r apology is necessary, I will add this-th a t in no case could th e in stru m en t have been actually and efficiently em ployed for th a t purpose w ithout m aterial alterations.
I cannot too often repeat, th a t both as regards th e design and its execution, th e in stru m en t deserves high praise. Nevertheless it is a failure. I have felt this all along, and I ought not to conclude this paper w ithout pointing out w hat I conceive to be its chief defects. Of the defect which has b ro u g h t th is tria l to a prem ature conclusion -th e insufficient hold of the ends of the wires-it is only necessary to say th a t some plan should be discovered of p u ttin g th is beyond question. This is th e first consideration. I do n o t regard this as an error either of design or of construction such as can be complained of. B u t I do reg ard as such th a t w hich gives the instrum ent, as actually constructed, its beauty, viz., the m inuteness and delicacy of its parts. There is a w ealth of adjustm ent w hich is not necessary, and th eir details are all on fa r too small a scale. I suppose th a t the major w eight consists of not less th a n 100 parts. Of these probably 80 could be set ap art whose to tal w eight would not reach 200 grs. out of the 3,100 w hich the whole weighs. I t is clear that, supposing the to tal to be restricted to th at, a m ore generous distribution to the sm aller p arts m ight have been made, w ithout any d isad v an tag e; but on the contrary, a great gain in handiness. I fear it is useless to add th a t a large proportion of these sm aller parts are of the kind which in stru m en t m akers delight to show th e ir wonderful skill m producing ;-as n atu re does flowers. Of course, one cannot tell how fa r these m ultifarious adjustm ents may not owe th eir presence to a conscientious endeavour on th e p a rt of the m aker to give effect to his instructions : b u t th a t m ust not prevent m y saying th a t they are, to a large extcn , redundant, unnecessary, if not useless.
I regard it as a m istake th a t the whole instrum ent is on so small a scale. W e should not be far wrong in estimating the power of such an instrument, not in proportion to its size, but in an ev Even in scale-balances there is an advantage in siz e ; though there it is the absolute weight put into the scale which is measured, whereas in the gravimeter we have a balance whose delicacy is measured by the relative minuteness of the weight added. The torsion gravimeter relies on the perfect obedience of the bifilar suspension, due to the absence of friction. U ntil it can be practically shown that this obedi ence is, in practice, not perfect, it is an abuse of the leading principle to refrain from drawing upon the resource it offers. This is what is done when high constructive art and skill are exerted to keep down the weight and size of parts instead of the contrary.
The minor weight is turned as one turns the hand of a clock with the finger. I cannot imagine why this one-sided action is preferredfor I suppose it is preferred-to the obvious two-fingered action, which comes into play in so many common practices where one wishes to avoid displacing the central axis o f motion. The effect is to give a wobbling swing to the whole hanging system, increasing the risk of jar and strain, besides displacing the centre, and thereby altering the normal direction of the pull of the lower weight as well as the verticality of the mirrors. [It is true that magnets are provided to relieve this, but I hardly suppose any one desiring to make accurate observa tions would allow them to remain as preferable to the two-fingered stop.J I have already remarked on the so-called " finely-polished agate points," which I have been obliged to replace by steel ones, because being very thin and of glass they soon got broken off. I do not recognise any objection to their being of metal.
A tripod stand is furnished with the instrument, and I always used i t ; but it is very unsuitable, for the following reason. A portable tripod almost necessarily requires a large sp lay; this involves riskeven in the hands of a surveyor habituated .to three-legged standsand risk of a kind which, in my opinion, is fatal in the case of such an instrument as this. This is why I notice the stand. I doubt if anything like the necessary permanence of condition could be looked for in a fine wire which, when supporting such a weight as 600 grs., had to sustain a jolt, or such a shock as would be caused by a slight kick to one of the legs of the stand. I have no proof of this. It is one of the tests I intended to inflict on the instrument. In the absence of anything but a strong doubt, I can do no better than set it down here for future trial.
The last point which I shall dwell upon is one which has already been noticed, the effect of torsion of the double wires in deferring the position of unstable equilibrium beyond that of maximum gravity resistance. As already pointed out, the possibility of choosing 90° as the place of rest turns on the alliance of this torsion with the force of gravity in opposing th e torsion of the single wire. I f M r. B roun was
